ABC Compound Words

Fill in each blank line with a word to make a compound word. Use a dictionary if you need help finding words. Double check each answer to be sure it is actually a compound word.

examples: somewhere basketball eyelash

a. apple_________ any_________ ant_________
b. bird_________ baby_________ butter_________
c. cow_________ clock_________ cup_________
d. door_________ day_________ dish_________
e.
f.
g.
h.
i. ice_________ inch_________ in_________
j. jelly_________
k. key_________ keep_________
l. lamp_________ light_________ life_________
m. mail_________ man_________ moon_________

n. no_________ new_________ night_________

o. oat_________ out_________ over_________

p.

q. ~PREVIEW~
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r.

s. sail_________ sun_________ some_________

t. table_________ thumb_________ thunder_________

u. under_________

v. volley_________ vine_________ view_________

w. wall_________ wash_________ water_________

x. There are no compound words that begin with the letter x.

y. yard_________ year_________ your_________

z. zoo_________
ANSWER KEY

ABC Compound Words

Fill in each blank line with a word to make a compound word. Use a dictionary if you need help finding words. Double check each answer to be sure it is actually a compound word.

examples: somewhere basketball eyelash

**Answers will vary. Sample answers given.**

a. applesauce, anywhere, anytime, anyway, anteater, anthill
m. mailman, mailbox, manpower, mankind, moonlight
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